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Introduction

Too often clothes are thrown away because of imperfections gained along it’s travels.

These inconsistencies could be seen as moments of growth instead of a reason to throw the

garment away. The fashion industry has caused an insurmountable burden to our planet

because of our overconsumption and wasteful habits. Fast fashion is an industry that

thrives on capitalizing off of vulnerable communities and oppressing the sustainable

communities that have been practicing these techniques for generations.

Thoughtfulness and recognition are key elements to healing the damage that has

been done to the environment, communities, and the clothes we wear! The purpose of this

text is to introduce basic sewing and repairs for people unfamiliar with this type of craft

and prevent the further wastefulness of clothes. Basic explanations of hand stitches, simple

tools, and mending techniques can provide a wearer with the skills to preserve clothes.

Within the habit of repairing and repurposing clothes comes a more significant bond

between the wearer and the garment, a bond that embodies how we should care for our

planet and each other.
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Tools

Fabric Scissors
A key part of manipulating fabric is having the appropriate scissors. Do not cut paper with
fabric scissors, it will dull or ruin the blades. The small thread scissors are best used for
trimming ends and detail work.

Thread:
Cotton Thread is both soft and strong. Cotton thread lacks stretch so it holds up well

and has a strong resistance to heat.

Polyester Thread has a little bit of stretch to it, so if you are planning to wear what

you’re sewing, use polyester or nylon thread. This thread sheds less than cotton.
Silk Thread is  pretty, and  durable. Although it comes in a variety of weights, it’s very fine and

elastic, so it’s great for things that are just as pretty as it is: like lingerie.

Sewing Needle
Needles come in a variety of shapes and sizes. The thinner the material the thinner and
more delicate the needle. Thicker materials require a more durable and stronger needle.

Fabric Chalk
This is to draw out the sewing path if needed. Make sure to buy fabric chalk that can be
ironed off.

Fashion Ruler
This ruler is transparent and allows for more accurate measurements.

Seam Ripper
When mistakes are made the seam ripper easily plucks out stitches.
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Basic Sewing

Running Stitch
The running stitch, also known as the
straight stitch, is one of the easiest stitches to
learn for beginners and is applicable to
regular sewing and embroidery. When
sewing, it is advisable to use roughly an arm
length of thread. Thread the needle (you can
either double the thread, or use a single
thread), tie a knot at the end, and begin.

If you are sewing two pieces of fabric
together, it is advisable to begin either on the
side no one will see (like the inside of a bag)
or to begin inside, so the knot is sandwiched
between your two pieces of fabric. The
running stitch requires you to pull the needle
out of the fabric, then put it back down in,
and continue this process until you are
finished. The most tricky part of hand
stitching is making sure it is symmetrical, but
that can be achieved through either
“eyeballing it” or sewing beside a small ruler.

Back Stitch
Make a single, running stitch at whatever
length you want. Sew up a space ahead, then
back down through the same hole at the end
of the last stitch you made.

Like the running stitch, make sure to make
even stitches. If you make a mistake, you can
use the seam ripper (see page 3 ) or unattach
the thread from your needle by carefully
cutting it and gently pulling it out one stitch
at a time.
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Invisible/Ladder Stitch
The invisible stitch, also known as a ladder
stitch, slip stitch, or blind stitch, is used to
close seams so they appear invisible or
nearly invisible when finished. It can be used
to make pillows, repair plushies, or fix
clothing.

Begin on the inside so the knot is hidden. On
the opposite side, insert the needle so the
point aligns with where you began. Then,
horizontally, sew out of the piece of fabric you
just sewed into. Aligning with that new point,
sew into the opposite piece of fabric, and
continue this process until you are done.
When you pull the thread taunt, the stitch
should be invisible, or near invisible.

HerringBone Stitch
The HerringBone stitch, sometimes called the
mossoul stitch, is mainly used in embroidery or
to create a decorative border. It is also useful in
the edges of quilting.

Bring the needle from the bottom of the fabric.
Working left to right, insert the needle
Southeast of the first insertion, then have the
needle exit the fabric to the left of the insertion
you just made. Then, moving northeast, insert
the needle, pull it out to the left, and continue
the process until you are finished.
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Blanket Stitch
The blanket stitch is useful for securing the
edge of a piece of fabric, for hemming, or for
decoration.

To begin, sew bottom up through the fabric,
then, rapping around the edge, sew bottom
up again through the same spot. Next, insert
your needle top down next to the original
hole (distance is up to you), making a
straight line downwards with your needle.
Lay the needle over the excess thread, and
pull the needle through, catching the thread
so it creates a right angle (reference the
image if you are confused). Continue this
process until you are finished.
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Mending

Buttons
Align the button where it is supposed to go. Holding it
down with one hand, push through the fabric and
through one of the button holes (bottom up, see the
first image). Then, top down, push the needle through
the other hole, assuming this is a two hole button.
Repeat this process until the button feels secure
(make sure you’re keeping the thread tight so the
button is not wiggly). To finish the stitch, pull the
needle through the material (bottom up), but not
through the buttonhole. Wrap the thread around the
thread between the button and material, then push
the needle through the material so the needle is again
on the bottom of the fabric. Then, hook the thread in
the thread already sewn in the bottom, and make a
knot (see the second image). Do this 3-4 times, then
cut the thread.

Heming
Mark the fabric where you want your new hem to
be. Cut off the excess fabric (you may want to use a
ruler for this to make sure your cut is even), leaving
an inch excess. Fold the fabric ½ inch upwards in a
straight line and iron it down. Fold up again ½ inch
and iron (see image 1). This fold should be inwards,
so it is not visible when you wear the garment. Pin
the folds in place so they do not shift while you sew.
Then, sew your hem (roughly ¼ of an inch down)
using a running stitch (see page 4 and image 2).
When you are at the end of the hem, tie a knot
(either with the same method as the button, or if
you are using a double thread you can simply tie a
normal knot) and cut the thread to finish. Iron the
hem so it is crisp and ready to wear.
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Holes
There are multiple ways to resolve a hole in clothes, and most often this happens with
pants. Whether it be jeans, cargos, dress pants these methods can be applied to most
materials.

1) Weave Stitch- If the pant has a worn away hole where the weave of the fabric is still
visible the best method is to repair the weave with diagonal and horizontal long
stitches. Sew a row of vertical stitches along the entire hole and then carefully sew
the horizontal row along the entire hole while weaving in and out of the vertical
stitches to make a secure interwoven patch.

2) Patch- A patch is an extra piece of fabric attached
on another fabric. This piece of fabric should be large
enough to cover the hole and it can be matching the base
fabric to blend in or a contrasting one which will stand out.
Patches can be applied under or over the hole depending
on the desired look. When sewing a patch under the pants
look for a similar colored fabric that is bigger than the hole
itself. Place the fabric under the hole and apply a running
stitch, backstitch, or herringbone stitch around the hole.
(See page 4 & 5). Stitching around the hole secures the
patch betheath the pants and keeps it in place. Getting
creative is exciting with patches because of how visible or
invisible you want it to seem.
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3) Embroider- Mark around the hole with fabric chalk. Start making stitches in a

sequence as seen in the photos. Use a thicker thread such as embroidery thread. Be
sure to stitch far enough around the hole so that it is secured in the fabric and
doesn't fray.
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Repurposing

Making Pillows from Old Clothes/Fabric
Lay your garment flat, and using a ruler, mark a rectangular or square area the dimensions
you want your pillow to be (keep in mind that the pillow will be a bit distorted by stuffing,
so this won't be perfectly exact). Cut two pieces of the same dimension. Have what you want
to be the outside of the fabric face each other and pin the two pieces together evenly (the
purpose of this is that your stitches will be hidden on the inside, so when you turn the
garment right-side-out, it looks clean).

Sew around the edge of the fabric, using either a machine or a running stitch (see page 4),
but leave about 2 inches unsewn. For extra strength, you can sew around the pillow twice.
When you are done, use the 2 unsewn inches to flip the pillow inside out. You can use
regular stuffing to fill the pillow, but in the spirit of sustainability, we recommend you use
scrap fabric from past projects cut into small pieces. Once you feel like the pillow is
finished, hand sew the unsewn opening using an invisible/ladder stitch (see page 5) to
close the pillow completely.

Making a Purse from Old Jeans
The construction of the purse is very similar to the
construction of the pillow.

To make a small purse, you can
use the fabric from the thigh of
the jeans, or cut a straight line
at the hip. Turn the fabric inside
out, and sew the edges (like
with the pillow!), leaving one
side open. Cut out the side seam
(see image) to use as a strap.
Pin the strip to the side evenly,
and sew. Pants are a great way
to create tote bags, so get
creative and don’t be afraid to
experiment!
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